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DND is working towards reducing silos, producing good 

quality data, allowing for evidence-based decision-making 

and striving for more AI and Machine Learning solutions

SAP is one of DND’s primary ERP tools where the capture 
and dissemination of reliable data is paramount to accurate 

decision-making in support of our military operations . 

Introduction



SAP Installations at DND

SAP ECC was first installed in 1998, followed by BW in 1999. 

We have over 22,000 business users and incorporate 

approx. 16 SAP components. We currently have over 2600 

BW queries created by  IT and business users. We also have 

a growing collection of Native HANA Calculation views and a 

robust BPC environment. 

Our growing self-service user community  uses SAP Webi, 

Lumira and MS Power BI in order to develop their front-end 

reports for their analytical needs
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Challenges

• Far too many BW Z queries

• Far too many BW Y queries

• Lack of documentation

• Too many data-dumps

• Reporting off of saved Excel-files

• Requirements to report off of different data-sources (SAP 

and non-SAP)

• Data accuracy 
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BW Query overload

• Delete unused queries

• Create Subject Matter 

queries

• Cleanup Y queries

• Create Report Catalogue
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Multi-source reporting via Native HANA

• Smart Data Integrator allows for 
“virtual table” mapping to tables 
located in remote data-sources.

• No data replication, no extra 
memory

• Real-time data insights

• Option to load data into HANA

• Creation of HANA views to be 
used for Front-end reports
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SAP Cloud apps / Business Technology Platform
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Data Management
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Garbage In Garbage Out (GIGO) –
the need to clean…  

• Machine Learning; Artificial Intelligence; Reliable 

Analytic reports

➢ All require Clean and reconcilable data

➢ Start small and start now

➢ Use MDG to ensure that invalid values don’t get 

entered in the first place

➢ Use IS/DS to flush-out and fix existing data

➢ Should strive to only move cleansed and active data 

to your new S/4 HANA environment
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Key Components of Information Steward
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Information Steward Data Insights User 

Feedback

“It used to take one full day to profile and cleanse only two or three vendors. 

Using Information Steward, the system can look all of the records every day and 

quickly identify issues. Not only is the data more accurate, we benefit from having 

these issues fixed prior to the first payment going out.”

Initially, the scorecards against the vendor master record were showing a 6 or 7 

out of 10 accuracy and conformity rate. Now they are either at 10.0 or 9.99: 
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Data Services

ETL; Data Quality; Data Profiling; Data 

Integration



Master Data Governance (MDG)
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• MDG allows for the oversight and governance of 

Master Data

• Central Governance with MDG allows for domain 

specific enterprise master data management to 

centrally govern creation, change and distribution of 

master data across the organization

• At DND, we are building MDG projects to govern 

inbound master data for BPs and MMRs. Future 

projects will include EMRs and perhaps some 

Finance-related master data. 



Multiple SAP tools available to meet the needs of DND’s 

data strategy (BW/Native HANA/Information 

Steward/Data Services/MDG/BPC). Continue to plan 

and implement the SAP Master Data Management 

solutions as well as strive to minimize and provide better 

clarity on the myriad of BW queries

Conclusion


